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Nearly 400 RIC grads urged to -

'Push back the boundaries
of what's possible'
by George LaTour
"Facing the fear; laying it on the line
for what matters; pushing back the bmmdaries of what's possible - no gold
medal could mean more than that,"
Olympic gold medalist Diana Golden told
the nearly 400 Rhode Island College
graduates who gathered with their family,
friends, faculty, administrators and spe- cial guests Sunday, Jan. 19, at the annual
Winter Commencement in the packed
Roberts Hall auditorium.
· The theme of overcoming obstacles and
the fear they generate seemed especially
appropriate coming from the physically
limited athlete (Golden had lost a leg to
canceF at age 12) and especially appropriate for the graduates who might now
face life without much prospect of obtaining jobs .
Concurrent with that was the theme of
a beleaguered state in the midst of a depression and on-going political scandal
into which they were about to venture.
Several speakers, including the governor, urged the graduates to "meet the
challenge'' and · get involved in government in the state and make the changes
that are necessary.
Assuring that Rhode Island was really
not "Rogues Island" (an early reference
to the state by non-Rhode Islanders), John
J. Gleason, chair of the Council of Rhode
Island College, who led the processional
and the speaking program, told the graduates it was up to them ''whether we have
trust restored in our system."

"I ask you to get involved in the
(state's) General Assembly," said J. William Corr Jr., chair of the state Board of
Governors for Higher Education. That involvement, he said, "is important for the
furture of your generation.''

Good news for RIC
· Gov. Bruce G. Sundlun brought good
news for RIC and the state system of
higher education in general, announcing
that there would be no mid-year cuts in
the education budget and that he will
make available to the College the DCYF
(formerly DCF) buildings adjoining the
campus "as soon as possible."
President John Nazarian thanked the
governor on behalf of the faculty, staff
and students of the College as well as on
behalf of the 33,000 living alumni and
future students, then noted the govemor ' s
birthday and led the audience in a rendition of "Happy Birthday."

Sat on table top
The 28-year-old Golden, whom Skiing
magazine termed ''the most successful
American ski racer in history,'' sat herself on a table top next to the speaker's
podium and lost no time in captivating her
audience in talking about her failures
· rather than her many victories.
' To try something you can't do, to try
and (then) fail, then to try it again. That
to me is success,'' she said quoting
Faulkner.
"Achievement in itself isn't enough.
lt's what you;ve become in the process,"
said the winner of 10 world skiing titles.
DIANA GOLDEN

College landmark destroyed
by Clare Eckert

AFTERTHE FIRE: Walshgym as it looked two days after the fire destroyedthe 26year-oldbuildingthat housed the Departmentof Health, PhysicalEducation,Recreation and Dance and all of the College's athletic sports programs.

Rhode Island College's Michael F.
Walsh Health and Physical Education
Center was razed to the ground by a blazing three hour fire in the early morning
hours of Sunday, Jan. 5. The cause was
determined on Jan. 7 by state fire investigators and reported to be "accidental
- probably electrical and the result of a
faulty heating unit in the men's locker
room area," according to state Fire Marshal Carl Iaciofano.
Estimated financial losses to the
64,000-square-foot building have not yet
been determined, but are expected to
reach in the millions of dollars . The
building was insured, according to John J.
Fitta, College controller.
College community members who may
have lost personal items in the fire, are
asked to contact Fitta at Ext. 8200 for further information.
The four alarm fire, that reduced the
gymnasium to rubble , started at about 2
a.m. Sunday. Providence and North Providence firefighters spent much of the day
Sunday and Monday quenching the fire

that completely destroyed the Center
which housed the Department of Physical
Education, Health, Recreation, and
Dance, all athletic sports programs, training room, general classroom space, faculty and staff offices; and the dance studio.
The building was empty because of the
early morning hour. Most students were
away on semester break.
However, members of the men's basketball team, who had planned a tournament trip to Santa Anna, Cal., for
Tuesday, Jan. 8, were concerned about
leaving on schedule because all of their
equipment, uniforms, and supplies were
destroyed in the fire.
According to Athletic Director William
M. Baird, the University of Rhode Island
provided practice and game uniforms and
the team was able to make the trip. (Unfortunately, the Anchormen were not as
successful in tournament play - 0-3 - as
they were in securing uniforms.)

(continuedon page 11)
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Focus on the Faculty and Staff
Janice Fifer,
of Warwick, has
been named assistant director of
aquatics at the
College. She will
assist the director
of aquatics in the
administration,
supervision,
._ _______
_. management and
operation of the swimming pool complex
at the Recreation Center and will be primarily responsible for the creation and
implementation of organized and informal
pool programs and activities. Fifer was
formerly physical education associate at
Brown University.
Carla M. Weiss, formerly of
Poughkeepsie, NY, _has been hired as a
reference librarian at the assistant professor rank. She will. share responsibility
for various aspects of reference service,
promote effective ~e of the library by
students and serve as a reference librarian
and a member of the library faculty.
Weiss was previoulsy an associate reference librarian at Cornell University .
Judith
I.
Gaines, director
of the Career Development Center, was recently
awa.rded
the
Stanley
Schumann Research
Award for 1991.
ECPO, the regional branch of
the College Placement Council, gives the
award at the end of each year for research
in the area of career planning and placement.
Frederic G. Reamer, professor of
social work, has been appointed to the
Rhode Island Parole Board for a term
ending Jan. 1, 1995.
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Roberta Gosselin
Nat'l Teacher of Year

Assistant professor of mathematics and
computer science, Edward McDowell,
presented the paper ..The Structure and
Complexity of Minimal NFAs Over a
Unary Alphabet," with Tao Jiang of
McMaster University and Bala Ravikumar of the University of Rhode Island at
the 11th Conference on Foundations of
Software Technology and Theoretical
Computer Science recently. The conference was held at the India International
Centre, New Delhi, India.

Assistant professor
of
economics
and
management,
Alema Karim,
attended the 1991
annual meeting of
the Allied Southern Business Association held in
L---------'
Atlanta,
Ga .,
Nov. 6 to 9. She presented her paper entitled "Determinats of Foreign Aid to Developing Countries: The Case of
Bangladesh' ' at the annual meeting of the
Association of Global Business on -Nov.
7. Her paper has been published in the
proceedings on the meeting. Karim also
served as a discussant in the session entitled "Governmental Policies and Developing Economies"
at the same
conference.

Chris Mulcahey Szyba, art instructor
for grades one to six at the Henry Barnard
School and director of the RIC Saturday
Art Enrichm ent Pro gram for Children,
recently had her drawing selected for display in the Rhode Island Open Juried Art
Show exhibited at the Warwick Museum
and sponsored by the museum and the
East Greenwich Art Club.

ROBERTA GOSSELIN of West Greenwich, a teacher at Warwick's Winrnan Junio
High School, has been named the National Secondary Social Studies Teacher _ofthe
Year as well as the Rhode Island Social Studies Teacher of the Year and Wmman
Teacher of the Year. The 1961 RIC grad terms her education at the College 'very
solid' and credits, especially, Marion Wright, now professor emerita, for her influence upon her as a student. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley)

Grants and Contracts
The following project directors recently
received grant and contract awards:
Lenore Collins (Industrial Technology),
from the Rhode Island Department of Human Services, Office of Refugee Resettlement, "Refugee Training: 91-92,"
$136,998; William Kavanaugh (Industrial Technology), from Hasbro, Inc.,
"Hasbro Training II," $30,700; Chester
Smolsky and Anne Petrey (Arts & Sciences· and Education), from the State of
Rhode Island Governor's Office, "National Geographic
Matching
II,"
$12,500; Miriam Boyajian (Student Affairs), from the East Providence School
Department, "East Providence Upward
Bound Program Support," $2,500, and
from the Rhode Island Department of Education, "Upward Bound Program Summer Food Support: 91," $7,198.
Also, Joseph Costa (Student Affairs),
from the Rhode Island Department of Education, "Student Services Summer Food

Former HBS prof
leaves $3,000 to
R.I. College

Support: 91," $4,247; Pierre Moreqon
(Arts & Sciences), from Garofalo Associates; "Phase II Site Examination of RI
781," $11,788; Pierre Morenon and
Lawrence Budner (Arts & Sciences),
from the Rhode Island Committee for the
Humanities,
"Excavation:
Exploring
Rhode Island's Social History-A Project
in Curriculum Development;" $5,450;
and Robert Carey (CERRIC), from' the
New England Institute of Technology,
"NEIT Course Evaluation: Summer
1991," $1,342.
Also, Thomas Cobb (Arts and Sciences), from the Rhode Island State
Council on the Arts, "Rhode Island Literary Heritage," $4,000; David Burr
(Arts & Sciences), from the Rhode Island
Committee
for
the
Humanities,
"Pawtucket-A Drama About the Early
Industrial Revolution," $3,950; Lloyd
Matsumoto (Arts & Sciences), from

The Rhode Island College Foundation
is the beneficiary of a $3,000 bequest
from the estate of the late Helen M.
Triggs of Providence, who taught at the
College's laboratory school , Henry Barnard, for 40 years prior to her retirement
in June of 1968.
Thomas R. Pezzullo, vice president for
development and college relations, said
~e money will be used to establish a special fund within the foundation to be
known as the Helen M. Triggs Memorial
Fund.

'WeIGen Manufacturing Partnership,
'WelGen Biotechnology Prototype: 9192," $42,000; Chester Smolski and
Anne Petrey'' (Arts & Sciences/Education), from the National Geographic Society Grant to the Rhode Island Geographic
Alliance: 91-92," $50,000.
. And, Robert Carey (CERRIC), from
West Warwick Public Schools, 'West
Warwick Schools Evaluation Services:
91-92,'' $1,000, and from East Greenwich
Public Schools,
"East
Greenwich
Schools Evaluation Services," $1,998,
and from the Barrington School Depart- ·
ment, "Barrington Gateway Project Evaluation,"
$5,000,
and from East
Greenwich Public Schools, "East Greenwich Schools Technical Assistance,"
$1,000, and from South Kingstown Public
Schools Chapter I Evaluation: 91-92,"
$1,860.

It is to be administered at the direction
of the president of the College, said Pezzullo.
Ms. Triggs graduated from the College
with a degree in education in 1932 and
earned her master's degree here in 1939.
According to records in Barnard, she had
taught the sixth grade for a time and had
attained the rank of associate professor.
By the time she retired, she had a total
of nearly 45 years as a teacher.
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Fairlawn Credit Union officially
opens for business
by Clare Eckert
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To officially mark the affiliation between Rhode Island College and Fairlawn
Credit Union, a ribbon-cutting ceremony
and luncheon took place January 15 represented by members of the 43-year-old financial institution and the College
administration.
In remarks by Gary P. Fishlock, president and chief executive officer of the credit .union prior to the luncheon, he said,
'We value the trust and confidence placed
with Fairlawn (Credit Union) by Rhode
Island College and will work diligently to
preserve and build upon this relationship."
Later during an interview, Fishlock
-realizing the skepticism Rhode Islanders have acquired over the past year when
it comes to credit unions and banks in
general-said, "It is the goal of Fairlawn
to provide stability, sound financial advice and safety of funds to. all our new
members at Rhode Island College.''
Explaining that credit unions were built
in this country-the first being established
in the United States in New Hampshire in
1909-' 'to provide credit in a cooperative
nature to members,'' Fishlock said,
"Fairlawn was founded on the philosophy
that members are owners and that it is the
responsibility of the credit union to operate in a professional, competent manner
in which a high standards of ethics are imposed."
According to Fishlock, the financial institution has experienced a 20 percent
growth in members this past year because
of the institution's community involvement, and the "steady message of high
professional and ethics that we deliver
and uphold with each member."

College Services
The credit union installed two Automatic Teller Machines- (ATMs) on campus
last September. One in the Campus
Center at the location of the former campus branch bank office and a second in
Alger Hall. Both are operational on a 24
· hour basis for deposit and withdrawal.
Through discussion with College administration, approval was given to
Fairlawn to refurbish , part of the former
campus branch bank office and to establish on a one-day basis thus far, an onsite representative of the credit union to
open new accounts, review loan applications and provide financial information to
potential members. More hours will be
the need arises, according
established
to Fishlock.
Awaiting the completion of renovations
to the offices,_ beginning today (January

as

College ControllerJohn J. Fitta, PresidentJohn Nazarian and Gary Fishlock, president and CEO of FairlawnCredit Union officially mark the affiliation with a ribboncutting ceremony.
27) Fairlawn member service representatives will be stationed outside the area on
the first floor across from the book store.
Other services provided to the College
community include Visa cards, safe deposit boxes, student loans, car loans, vacation and Christmas club acGounts,
checking and savings and mortgage services.
A sophisticated audio response system,
which gives members access to their accounts by telepb.ones and enables them to
withdraw, transfer, and check on · accounts will soon be in place, according to
MiriamR. Plitt, assistant vice president
for marketing and .communications. ·
An additional feature is the direct deposit option to the College community and
same-day withdrawal, Plitt e~plained.

College Controller John J. Fitta, who
has headed the affiliation, is "especially
thankful for the support and fine working
relationship that has developed between
Fairlawn and the College."
Fishlock said "my door i~ always open
to our members''. and he welcomes new
College credit union members to any on.e
of the Fairlawn offices. Besides the College, other locations are, 571 Smithfield
Ave., Pawtucket, 1617· Mineral Spring
Ave., North Providence, 850 Waterman
Ave., East Providence, and City Hall,
Providence.
The credit union has been federally ·insured by the National Credit Union Administration since the mid-80's.
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by Clare Eckert
In their continuing effort to serve the
Rhode Island College community, Campus Center administrators announced the
opening of a copy service center to be
housed in part of the former campus
branch bank office. (An adjacent area will
be used by Fairlawn Credit Union. (See
related story.)
Beginning today, (Jan. 27) Copies Unlimited will begin operating from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, and
from 8 a.m. to noon on Saturday.
Campus Center Assistant Director of
Operations and Services, Mark M.
Paolucci explained that as a result of an
informal survey completed last fall-fol-

lowing the closure of the credit
union-the Campus Center staff found
that student, staff and faculty needs would
be better served by a full-service copy
center.
'We found there was limited access to
copy machines on campus,'' Paolucci
said. "A copy center will be advantageous and convenient for the entire community."
Paolucci said the new 'business' will
open with four Savin copy machines; two
of which will be standard machines for
one- or two-sided copies and stapling; one
prism copy machine that will reproduce
color and print overheads, and a high-

speed copier that can print up to 10,000
copies inexpensively. A fifth machine
will be a 25 cent coin-operated unit located on the first floor of the
student union.
The copy center will also have on hand
colored paper, bonded paper, card stock,
and matching envelopes, he said.
Paolucci said future services include
have fax machines and computer printing
equipment on hand. 'We want to have the
center accessible to the entire community," he said. Expanded services and
hours, credit lines for departments, and
other options with be forthcoming "down
the line."
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LEGOs

+ 'lectronics --

learning!

by George LaTour
building and electronics,'' says the instructor.
In the E&L Instruments' educational
package, Godtfred Christiansen's original
LEGO bricks are supplemented by
wheels, belts, circuit boards and lowvoltage motors, much as are utilized in
Christiansen's LEGOland theme park in
Denmark today where tl1ousands of European visitors can see and experience anything from operating (miniature) LEGO
trains and boats to drivable LEGO
minicars and LEGOcoptor (rides) for
kids.
There's also a faithful reproduction of a
spaceship on its launch pad at Cape
Canaveral and one of Mount Rushmore,
complete with the heads of the four
famous American presidents, which it
took LS-million LEGO bricks to construct.

You remember those little interlocking
plastic construction "bricks" you used as
a kid, or your kids (or grandchildren)
used, to construct things - miniature
houses, cars and people, for instance.
It was (and is) quite an entertaining toy,
invented by Godtfred Christiansen, the
son of a toy-making carpenter in Denmark.
Well, LEGOs are still popular and
teachers are now tuning into their potential as a learning tool.
Rhode Island College, which prides
itself on having the very best teacher-ed
curriculum in the state, had invited school
teachers from throughout the state and
nearby Connecticut and Massachusetts to
visit its Center for Industrial Technology
Jan. 2 and 3 fol' a first-time series of
workshops "to expose as many technology and vocational education instructors as
possible to the various programs'' they
presented.
To assist in the presentations, James G.
McCrystal, associate professor of secondary education and coordinator of technology education, brought in a team of
manufacturer's
reps from Electronic
Marketing Company out of Woodbridge,
Conn., to show-and-tell teachers attending the free workshops what the 12 companies they represent have to offer the
educator.

Among such workshops
Among such workshops as those on
electrical
and machine
processes,
computer-based test inStrumentation and
bio-medical maintenance, the latter being
a high-technology electronics training
program, there was one on "EET
LEGO."
EET LEGO stands for Exploring Elementary Technology as well as Exploring
Electronics Technology. One is really
built on the other and is based on kids'
use of LEGO bricks.
Geared to fourth graders initially, its
draw extends to grades beyond tl1at - all
tl1e way up to high school and even college - with the fan1iliarity of LEG0s as
the main attraction.
"It's fun!" as one teacher, Ann Gaulin
of Oakdale, Conn., asssures, after having
constructed an operating parking lot gate
and a moving carousel.
Building on the LEGO legacy of challenge and fun for youngsters, tl1e educational package offered by one of the
companies - E&L Instruments - adds
electronics systems to the building bricks,
the result being an increasingly complex
educational tool.

LEGOS-PLUS-ELECTRONICS: Mike Benedetto of Cranston, who teaches at the
Ferri Middle School in Johnston, and teacher Ann Gaulin of Oakdale, Conn., combine LEGOs and electronics to produce an operating parking lot gate, in miniature,
·
of course. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley)

Informing the teachers
Informing the handful of teachers in the
first (others will follow) EET LEGO
workshop that ''technological literacy is a
must in schools in the future,'' Katina
Boulais of E&L Instruments assured that
EET LEGO utilizes kids' real-life experiences (with LEGO) to introduce ideas in
a whole host of other educational experiences.

These educational experiences might
range from math and language (counting
the LEGOs and discussing their putting
them together - remember, these would
be fourth graders) to gear ratios, and to
management, electronics and even robotics for high schoolers and college students.
''The skills in LEGO are directly
transferable to more complex ideas in

Other components
Other components .of t11is educational
package include, of course, instruction
manuals for the teachers and teacher
ttaining aides.
It should be noted that each "package"
will accommodate two-to-four students at
a workstation.
The cost - approximately $700 per
package - might be considered prohibitive to some school systems, particulary
in financially strapped Rhode Island. One
of the teachers, Mike Benedetto of
Cranston, who teaches in the Johnston
schools, remarked after the workshop tl1at
while he thought the concept and the
LEGO/electronic package with teaching
materials "super," his town's school
system "would be hard-pressed'' to afford
it.
But, everyone knows, education today
doesn't come cheap! It probably best can
be thought of as an investment in the
future.
Benedetto suggested that the EET
LEGO package might be an ideal project
for grant money.
And educators these days usually are
more than willing to adopt what aleady
has proven its worth - in this case -

LEGO.
As the people of LEGO land have noted:
''The LEGO brick is very gopd because .
children want to know everything and to
understand how things have been made
and how they work.''
(lnfonnation on LEGO/and courtesy of
College photographer
and
travel
freelance writer Gordon E. Rowley, who
visited the site in Billund, Denmark, in
1979.)

'We're going to college!'
THEIR COLLEGE FOR A DAY - AT
LEASf: Some 70 eighth graders from
the Providence schools paid their first
visit to a college campus Dec. 14 when
they visited Rhode Island College and
met and talked with its president, John
Na7.arian, and others interested in their
welfare. The visit was part of Project
Equity 2000, a nationally funded pilot
program that selected six cities nationwide which have large inner-city multicultural school populations. Its purpose
is to help minority children master
mathematics, a key factor in their eventual success in enrolling and succeeding
in college studies, says Neil Corkery,
the Rhode Island coordinator. Posing
with their new RIC T~shirts are (from
left) Herman Ho, Mike Orsini, Henry
Sandoval, Tymeka Stanley and Tissura
Caravallo, all from the Nathanael
Greene School. (What's News Photo by
George LaTour)
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R.I. College senior Donna DiNucci is -
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Always in fashion

by George LaTour
,,,,_'w

V ,;,...,
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began stQdies at Harkness Ballet, also in
Manhattan.
She studied and practiced ballet 8-to-10hours a day for the next 10 years, and performed in productions of the Nutcracker
·
and Firebird in New York.
''You must be pretty good, then?" observed a reporter.
·
Silence and a slowly developing smile
greeted the question.
"I've been in ballet 19 years," she exBut, while she enjoyed the work and a
. plains, followed byjust a moment more of
certain
amount of success, she wasn't resilence and then a shrug of the shoulders
alizing enough sales "for a real good livas if to say, 'What do YOU think?"
ing."
For the past six years, she has danced
It wasn't long, therefore, before Donna
with the State Ballet of Rhode Island, perbranched out from fashion wear to fashion
forming as recently as Nov-. 9 in Giselle
assessories.
at the University of Rhode Island. She
She moved back to Rhode Island,
played Giselle's mother, Bertha.
which is not only her home state but often
While still in Manhattan, Donna realtouted as the jewelry capital of the world,
ired that, ''while I was good; I wouldn't
and enrolled again at RIC. As a parttime
be ~ble to go all the way to the top." Havstudent she continued to build her own
ing begun serious ballet at about age 30,
fashion-a.ccessory business, which she
she knew she just had started ''too late for
calls New Moon Jewelry.
a career in ballet."
She sells her jewelry to boutiques and
And, without the possibility of being
participates in craft shows where her jewOONNA DiNUCCI in one of her glamour photos taken by New
one J,hebest, she opted for another career.
elry also is purchased.
York city fashion photographer John Perkins.
That's when she started designing fashReturning to college didn't mean a new
ion sweaters.
career for her, she says, "but adding to
She's a vision in black!
Two years later she transferred to RIC
"My mother had taught sewing and a
my (current) career. · It's an addition."
This 30-something-year-old Rhode
to study nursing, dropped out and moved ·
girlfriend instructed me in knitting: I'd
She has two major studies at RIC, art
Island College senior jewelry-design
to New York City.
always been around fashion in New York
education and art history, and has been
award-winning artist.
There, she toqk up modeling, which,
City and realized I was conscious of it,"
attending fulltime this year ''to finish
From the. top of her head to her boots,
sh~ says, is "something I had wanted to
.she says.
- up."
Donna DiNucci- of North Providence is a
pursue as a young girl." Then, for several
Donna went to Wallis Mayers, Inc. in
She .plans to graduate next August.
fashion statement, with a jet black head
years as a· ''very young woman" she
·New York City "to learn about designing
"I hate having to learn, but I love-havband crowning a head of jet black hair
modeled professionally for Foster-Fell
knitwear.'' She soon went on her own . ing learned,'' she explains, asking the listhat falls to the middle of her back.
and Beaumont, both private, commercial
tener if he understands that. He does.
modeling agencies in- the Big Apple.
She sports a black mohair sweater and
"did the PR, made and sold the sweatDonna DiNucci also "loves being
black slacks.
About this time, she also practiced
ers.''
older." She's paid her dues, she feels,
Her leather jacket and boots match her
graphic illustration depicting "other
"Even in a year of interesting sweaters,
learned a lot about ballet, fashion and
eyes - all very dark brown - and almost
peoples' creative work. "
the ones Donna DiNucci makes are unujewelry design, and ... Donna DiNucci.
complete the picture of what is for her
She continued her studies in ballet and
sual," wrote Angela Taylor for the New
She says she now realizes her true
"everyday" fashi.on. ·
"picked-up drama studies" in the Ameri.furk Tunes ' Discoveries column.
"profession" is decision making. She
can Music and Drama Academy in
This otherwise dark appearance is set
The sweaters sold for about $150 in
chuckles again at the self-revelation.
off with large gold-loop earrings and a raManhattan. Within a year's time, she
such places as the Piero de Monzi bouti"Making the jewelry is rather mechanidiant complexion and smile that just
found she was excelling in ballet, so
que on Madison Avenue.
cal. It all falls into place once I've made
makes the beholder feel good.
the decision as to what it will be," she inGreat advertisement for this former
forms.
New York City fashion and photographer' s model turned clothes designer,
Credits. art education
turned jewelry designer and manufacturShe credits her art education with helper.
ing her to make wiser decisions, better
Donna DiNucci is making a statement
choices.
and makes it every day. It's as if to say:
As a jewelry designer, she has to make
I'm creative and I can create something
endless creative decisions, which is
great for you!
something, she finds, that often produces
She admits, "I'm protective of my creaanxiety for her.
tivity and my work" which she considers
To relieve these anxieties, Donna
"her art" and "I promote it unabashedlistens to New Age music (which, she exly."
plains, has few vocals but a lot of instruAn artist indeed
mentals as in the recordings of Andreas
An artist, indeed, this Rhode Island
Vollenweider) and finds this ''very relaxnative, one of two daughters of Archie A.
ing."
,
and Mildred (Varone) DiNucci, also of
She
also
loves
antiques "because the
North Providence. She has had her rope
decisions (about their creation) have
sweaters, which she created, featured in
already been made, so I can relax and enthe New .furk Tunes and high fashion ·
joy the refinement."
magazines.
"People who know me ... (rightfully)
Her jewlery, which she designs and
expect to see abstract-modem when I
makes in her art studio, has garnered her
work, but I like the old (tried and true) the Intenational Jewelers, the Women in
like an old house with cracked floors and
Art and RIC Student Talent awards all in
all."
the past year.
Does anxiety produce any bad habits
The College, which this spring will offor her, like smoking or over-eating? NO!
fer a new comprehensive focus on 20th
to the first; Hardly! to the second.
Century jewelry making (modelmaking
"Food is just something I eat and get it
and jewelry design), features a picture of
over with. I don't have a passion for it,"
one of Donna's creations on the cover of
she relates. Her slim, 5'4" frame attests
its course brochure. The piece is a pin
to that.
made of cast brass and handset with a
She has little use for television: "I
genuine jade stone. Donna has named it
don't have a lot of idle time."
"Dried Flower."
"I keep busy at things that make me
(See related story on these new
happy." The way she says it has the ring
courses.)
of a "secret to success" about it.
Her art is not limited
What about the future for Donna
Her "art" is not limited to fashion
DiNucci?
design. Donna has been a professional
''You have to be ready to take advantage
graphics illustrator as well, and a serious
of your opportunities," she feels, "and
dancer of classical ballet.
who knows what life will bring?''
At the Community College of Rhode
"I have so many desires. I don't really
know. Grad school, teaching, investing
Island in the early 1970s, she became inmore (time and energy) in my business ...
volved, as she puts it, with ballet (classes)
And, looking good, all the while to be
on campus. "I was really taken by it,"
sure!
she says.
ow

"f
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On the job with . ••
The man is constant motion. A whirlwind of emotion, comotion and locomotion . He is known as "41" in walkie-talkie language on the Rhode Island College campus as he darts from one
place to the next in his role as assistant director of facilities and
operations, overseeing about 40 staffers, making decisions, and
dealing with the daily ups and downs (or ons and offs) of an 125
acre campus with 22 plus buildings .
He is James R. Bucci, who grew up on a farm in northern
Rhode Island and literally "dug the hole" for the foundation of
his present home he built on the same farmland.
Besides working at the College for the past IOyears, moving
up through the ranks from senior maintenance technician to his
current position, Bucci manages to "manage a wood lot,"
rollerblade in his spare time, and oversees his own "basketball
team."
You read it right, folks. The man has his own personal basketball team!
Bucci has five B-ball playing daughters! (Start saving now, Jim.
Weddings are getting more expensive every day.) Four of the
girls-Laura, 13, Brigid, 11, Lisa, 9, and Ellen 7- play recreational basketball. His wife, Katherine, RIC Class of 1990, is a
recreational basketball coach when she's not working as the
in-service director and nurse educator at the East Side Clinical
Lab . And Bucci's oldest daughter, Jane, 14, plays for her junior
high school team.
Life at home and life at work are "pretty much the same,"
Bucci says. "Something's always going on." (Homelife doesn't
require work orders, which he says can end up being about 70 on
a heavy day or the nearly 1,000 phone calls his office gets every
week.)
Something was definitely going on early Sunday morning on
Jan. 5 when Bucci's supervisor, Richard L. Brinegar, director of
facilities and operations, called and asked, "Jim, are you
awake?"
A "serious fire" had broken out at Walsh Health and Physical
Education Center, was the message Brinegar delivered that morning. Within minutes Bucci arrived on the scene, but not before
he saw the sky light up with blazing fire tumbling from the roof
of the 27-year~ld building as he made his way from home.
"As I turned into the campus and identified myself, the devastation became real," Bucci recalled. "I knew it was real then!"
Immediately, Bucci began working with the fire officials.
''They needed personal knowledge and details of the building. I
had good working knowledge of the building because I had worked there as a maintenance man for years," he said.
All day Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, Bucci and his crew
worked with fire marshalls, other officials, and campus administration and personnel trying to salvage the remains of the office
area, secure the site for safety, and begin clean-up.
Bucci said of the fire, "It's the worst thing I've ever seen." He
is grateful to each member of the department's team for
cooperating and being helpful during the last couple of weeks. He
noted that even though the aftermath of the fire was priority,
other College-related work was still the order of the day.
This "jack-of-all-trades, and (probably master of many) wears
a natural smile and has an easy-going m<!nner.But when it comes
down to getting the work done, he's not afraid to make a decision," he says of himself, "and I'm not afraid to change my decisions."
When something goes haywire, Bucci's the guy you want in
your corner. Recently, this writer had Bucci in her "corner" of
Roberts Hall when the lights and phones died. From first-hand
experience, believe me when I tell you, the man knows what to
do, doesn't hesitate to do it, and doesn't get ruffled when he does
it.
The walkie-takie he carries around is always turned ON-So
41, here's a message from this writer's corner: 'Thanks. 10-4,
over and out."

Photos by
Gordon E. Rowley

Text by
Clare Eckert

CWC KWISEFROMUPPERLEFI':JimBucciinspectsthe damageat WalshGym;
goes over blueprintswith Dee Benevides, senior maintainencetechnician;handles
two calls at once; cbecb material rescued from Walsh and stored in the Physical
gar dner, and (aboveiert) almost always smiling.
Plant buildi ng with Feter Manfredo,
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Thirty Years Later
A short history of African and Afro-American Studies at Rhode Island College
1960s-1990s
by Richard A. Lobban, Jr.
Program Director
In the late 1960s, the United States was
a divided land over the issues of war in
southeast Asia and the civil rights struggles at home.
While the war in Vietnam \\Uuld eventually end, the struggle for equality would
continue.
Such was, and is, the backdrop for the
rise in "Black Studies" in America. By
the close of the decade, the ground \\Urk
was laid for deepening the serious academic study of the "Black" experience in
America and Africa.
Just as European or Chinese history
were never called 'White" or ''Yellow"
studies, we have already passed to the
riext stage in this evolution. Today, programs of African and Afro-American
studies are widespread and continue to
show growth and differentiation.
A long, complex relationship
Rhode Island has a very long and complex relationship with Africa. Its
economy was deeply influenced by the
slave trade. Great fortunes of the most
prominent Rhode Islanders are founded in .
rum production, insurance and outfitting
of slave ships.
·
Great wealth was generated in our state
shipping slaves even after slavery was
abolished in Rhode Island. During the
Revolution, the state of Rhode Island actually purchased slaves to fight for the
freedom of others. Native Americans
were enslaved in Rhode Island and sold in
the Caribbean .
There also are heroic stories of the abolitionist movement to be told in our
history.

Rhode Island
College, founded
in 1854 as the
Rhode
Island
State
Normal
School,
was
·designed to pro.duce teachers for
the schools of the
state. It played -a
L..- ____
___,;, _
_.
significant role as
RICHARD wsBAN
a route by which
women, especially, entered the teaching
profession.
Thus, the College wasnot for the_propagation of the state's ruling classes, but
for the education of the general public.
Because of this role, it was among the
first in the state to introduce courses in
African or African-American studies.
At first, this appeared in courses on
American and Rhode Island history and
social studies. Such was the case in the
late 1940s. In the 1950s, history courses
were turning more toward foreign relations, ancient history and the history of
Lat_i.nAmerica.
There were still no formal courses on
African or Afro-American experiences.
In the 1960s, the history_ department
designed a major which required course
work in non-American, non-Western
history.
·
Taught the first
In the fall of 1960, a team comprised of
an historian, an anthropologist ap.d a
geographer (Profs. Ballinger, Lindquist
and Wright) taught the first course on
Africa in the state of Rhode Island .
With a grant from the College administration, an initial collection of books and
periodicals on Africa was added to form
a nucleus of African studies at Adams Library. Today, this represents a very
strong collection for an undergraduate
school.

By 1962, the Social Science Program
had expanded to meet a growing need for
social-studies teachers at the secondary
level. This program incorporated courses
from history, geography , economics, wlitical science, sociology , and anthropology.
In particular,
the addition of
anthropologists on the faculty allowed for
new courses on "primitive" societies and
"Islamic cultures." Today, such titles
may be thought as anachronistic. The
course, Social Science 310: Focus on
Africa, was first published in the 1962-64
College catalog. By then the history
department included courses on Moslem
Civilization and Near East History, still
none on Africa or Afro-America.
But,· a new direction had beerr charted.
The winds of change in Africa and AfroAmerican struggles began to. be felt at
Rhode Island College.
Civil War and Reconstruction
In 1966, the history department added a
catalog course on the Civil War and Reconstruction. Also, in the late 1960s,
amidst intense national debates, the Col-.
lege sought to correct its Euro-American
bias in courses and faculty, and started to
head in a new direction.
The
1971-73
catalog listed for
the first time, Anthropology 319:
Peoples and Cultures of Africa,
and the English
department now
offered English
326: Studies in
Black Literature.
wIILIAM AHO
The
history
department began teaching History 313:
Early African History, History 314:
Modem African History, and History
356: Stuclies in Black History. With the
exception of two'faculty members · in the
history and English departments, all of
these courses were · taught by Euro- ·Americans.
Social Science 310 continued to be
taught on a cooperative basis.
With these building blocks, Prof. William H. Robinson Jr. of the English
department began his work as the first director of the Black Studies Program at
Rhode Island College. It appears that the
program was formally adopted in 1971
and incorporated all of the courses noted
above as well as Psychology 409: Psychology of Race and Class.
A distribution of 10 courses was recognized as an interdepartmental concentration in Black Studies.
Another effort to expand Black art brought Prof. Lawrence Sykes to the campus as a distinguished AfrO-:American
photographer. T\\U Africanist scholars
al~ joined the "anthropology department
in 1972, Drs. Richard Lobban and Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban, who had done considerable research in the Sudan.
Peoples and Cultures of Africa was now
regularly taught and, in 1974, a course on
Race and Racism was to be added.
Students also gaining
Students were also gaining their B.A.
degrees such as Merle K. Pierce in 1970
for his work on a 16th Century Black
Spanish poet.

Several M.A.
degrees in teaching ·were earned
in 1972: Maureen
Bennett,
who
wrote on ''Black
American Novelists";
June
Gaudet,
who
wrote on 'The
Black Woman in
Harlem RenaisLAWRENCE SYKES
sance Fiction'';
Terrence Gomes on the "Ideological Split
between Frederick Douglas and W. L.
Garrison''; Alexandra Kizinski on 'The
Fiction of Jean Toomer" and Joyce Stevos
on 'The National Negro Convention
Movement of the 19th Century.''
The 1974-75 catalog went further and
took the Black Studies Program to teaching situations beyond the social sciences.
For the first time, it also provided for a
minor in Black Studies.
In the following year, the catalog added
the first course offered exclusively in
Black Studies: an interdepartmental seminar. This also was a regular part of the
program later required for majors and
minors.

Coming events
Coming events in the program are built
around campus-wide ties to Harambee, a
students' organization, ·with the multicultural faculty, and with a growing
number of African and Afro-American
members of the faculty and staff, such as
Jay Latimer, Lester Lee and Clinton Jean.

In 1978, the curricular aspects of the
program were well consolidated, but Dr.
Robinson retired and, after a custodial
period in the Arts and Sciences Division,
the new leadership passed to Professor
~ykes in 1982, and then on to Dr. William
Aho in the following year.
Dr. Aho advanced the curriculum _fur-·
ther in several ways: the program was
renamed African and Afro-American Studies (AFAM); it was solidified as -a full
undergraduate program leading to a B.A.
degree, and a second AFAM course was
added, AFAM 200, designed as a comprehensive· introduction to the field.
Today, AFAM 200 is required for all
majors and minors and is also available to
meet other c0llege-wide requirements.
Originally taught only once a year, it now
has two sections each semester.

Linked to URI
It also is linked to ·the sister programs at
the University of Rhode Island, Brown
University _and the Rhode Island Black
Heritage Society. These linkages ate
strengthened with our common memberships in the regional group of the National
Council of Black Studies, and our collec- .
tive efforts to publish . the New England
Jou,:nal_of Black Studies.

The fourth to serve
In 1984, Richard Lobban began his
term as program director, the fourth to
serve in this position.
With a solid.
curriculum
in
place, the effort
tume4
toward
program management, events .and
student recruitment.
With
, courses and staff
functioning,
it
became easier to
AMRITJIT s1NGH
attract students.
More have graduated in the last five years
than in the previous 15.
·
Naturally , this is also a function of the
wider awareness of the relevant issues and
more job opportunities after graduation.
- ·Faculty, such a·s Profs. Cecilia Thompson and Vernon Williams made important
contributions to the history department in
the 1980s. In 1988, the program awarded
Waltraud Coli her
Individualized
Master's Degree on Cape Verdean Ethnicity.
Dr. Amritjit Singh, from the College's
English department, a specialist in the
Harlem Renaissance, assumed the directorship in 1990-91 while Lobban was on
sabbatical leave.

The active participation of the
AFAM Advisory
Committee and
representatives of
the spirit of Affirmative Action has
made the program
dynamic
and lively.
Public events
WILLIAM ROBINSON _ focus on special
ized conferences, a regular celebration of
Black History Month, invited lecturers,
films and consultations to name a few.
These 30 years have been rich and dynamic, sometimes frustrating and challenging, but, with a three-decade
perspective, one can easily see growth
and development of African and AfroAmerican Studies as it has become an established ·part of the campus.

There also is a unique special collection
of Cape Verdean studies materials at the
College's Adams Library.
We look to the future to see more
growth in student numbers, faculty recruitment and retention, and toward
graduate-level studies for those especially
qualified. .
.
bver these years, all of those who have
contributed have been rew_ardedby seeing
these concrete developments in the areas
of curriculum and persono.el. Spread the
word! We are looking for each other to
build still more.

Next issue
of
What's News
is Monday,
Feb. 10,
DEADLINE
for copy,
photos, etc.
is noon, Friday,
Jan. 31.
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Conference at HBS
Feb. 1

'Africa Viewed' through the lenses of three photographers
Bannister Gallery exhibit Feb. 6-28

The third annual Rhode Island
"Africa Viewed" through the lenses of
Kindergarten-First Grade Conference for
three documentary photographers will be
school teachers will be held at Rhode
the subject of a Rhode Island College
Island College's
laboratory school,
Bannister Gallery exhibit Feb. 6-28.
Henry Barnard, on Saturday, Feb. 1,
Africa - apartheid, coup, famine, safrom 8 a.m. until 12:45 p.m.
hel (de-forested, plighted area).
Bobbi Fisher, author of Joyful, LearnAfrica, for many. remains the "Dark
ing: A Whole Language Kindergarten will
Continent,'' a phrase coined by its Eurobe the keynote speaker. Her topic will be
pean colonizers of a century ago.
"Joyful Learning in Kindergarten and
That this metaphoric "darkness,"
First Grade."
which rationalized an era of imperialism,
Workshops will follow on such topics as
might have been more a product of the
math, geometry, writing, art, storytelshadows cast by the beaming righteousling, parent involvement, teacher partnerness of technocracy, or perhaps the glint
ships, professional growth and change
of the equatorial sun off a gun barrel or
and preschool-Head Start transitions.
surveyor's transit, only now occurs to us.
Formerly a kindergarten teacher who
now teaches first grade at the Josiah
Haynes School in Sudbury, Mass .• Fisher
has given workshops throughout New
England and in Colorado. She is one of
the founders and a past president of the
Whole Language Teachers Association.
Fisher was selected by the Massachusetts Department of Education as a 198889 Lucretia Crocker Fellow and spent the
year sharing her classroom program,
'Whole Language for All Kids,'' with
teachers and administrators throughout
the state.
She is a member of the National Council of Teacher Education Reading Commission and is on the editorial review
board of · LanguageArts. She was the
chairperson of the Early Childhood
Strand (sic) for the 1991Whole Language
Umbrella Conference. Fisher will present
two workshops.
Teachers who are interested in attending should register by mail. There will be
no on-site registration.
Non-member registration is $15; registration for members (Daycare directors,
Head Start directors, and members of the
Association for Childhood Education International, Rhode Island Brancl., and the
Rhode Island Association for the E<i-;'.:'ation of Young Children) is $10.
''The exhibitors, three committed docuChecks should be mailed to the Literacy
mentary photographers, employ their full
Program at the state Department of Eduaesthetic and humanistic vision to discation, 22 Hayes St., Providence 02908.
perse the obscurity and opacity of this
Conference sponsors, in addition to the
myth,'' according to Lawrence Sykes of
associations above, include the Rhode
the RIC art department, the exhibition's
Island Department of Education, Henry
curator.
Barnard School and RIC.
The exhibit introduces the viewer to
For further information, call 277-6890
their subjects: individuals who are secure
or 6892.
and proud in the richness of their own cultural uniqueness.
Opening o( the exhibit on Feb. 6 is
from 7 to 9 p.m. Lectures in the art gallery begin on that date and run on Feb.
12, Feb. 19 and Feb. 26. The exhibit and
lectures are free and open to the public.
Feb. 6 at 2 p.m. photographer/exhibitor
A master's degree graduate of Rhode
Stan Staniski of Staiski Media, WashingIsland College in 1983, who was deton, D. C., will present a screening and
scribed at the time as "the most outstanddiscussion of his film Togu Na and
ing graduate student we've ever had (in
Cheko: Change and Continuity in the Art
the math department)'' has recently earnof Mali, which · was produced for the
ed his Ph.D. from Brown University,
Smithsonian Institution.
reports RIC math Prof. Robert J.
Feb. 12 at 1 p.m. photographer/exhibiSalhany.
tor
Ron Barboza, director of the OCCV
Salhany, who had made the above comProject, New Bedford, Mass., will offer a
ment in 1984 for a -What's News feature
discussion of bis project "Documentation
article on alum David C. Mello of
and Computeriz.ation of the Cape VerCranston, says Mello has been manager
deans" and the Cape Verdean diaspora.
of the Division of Computer Science at
Feb. 19 at 1 p.m. photog(.apher/exhibiJohnson & Wales University for the past
tor Max Belcher of Phillips Academy in
four-and-a-half years.
Andover, Mass., will discuss his work
While earning his master's degree here,
and various projects. He is the author of
Mello served as a sergeant for the ProviA Land Remembered: America-Liberian
dence Police Department where he was in
Folk Architecture.
charge of the department's data processFeb. 26 at 1 p.m. Professor Sykes will
ing unit. He and a programmer analyst
present "Through the Lens Darkly,'' an
with the department were engaged in a
historical overview of the use of photofive-year program to upgrade the departgraphy as a "tool of conquest."
ment's computer services.
Gallery hours are Monday through FriThen Providence Police Chief Anthony
day, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Tuesday and
Mancuso, with the assistance of ProThursday evenings from 7 to 9.
fessors Salhany, Mariano Rodrigues,
This exhibit is being supported, in part,
Barry Schiller and Roger Simons, obby the RIC Art Club, Artists' Coopera. tained a full scholarship for the RIC
tive, and the College Lectures Commit"math whiz" to pursue his doctorate in
tee.
applied mathematics at Brown.
For more information, call Dennis
Mello, married and the father of two
O 'Malley, gallery director, at 456-9765
children, is a 1980criminal-justice graduor 456-8054.
ate of Bryant College .
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'Festival of New American Music' at RIC May
Bands, wind ensembles from RIC, six area schools to perform works written for them
New compositions written for Rhode
Island bands and wind ensembles as a
result of a Rhode Island Commissioning
Project will be performed in a Festival of
New American Music at Rhode Island
College on Friday, May 1, starting at 8
p.m. in Roberts Hall auditorium.
Some 500 musicians from RIC and six
area schools will render the specially
written works in premier performances
that evening, which will not only showcase these works but the groups performing them.
The purpose of the festival is to provide
an opportunity for each school to perform
the composition that was written specifically for it in front of an audience that
will include the other bands in the project
and the community at large.
'"The performance will provide a rare
opportunity for secondary school students
to participate in a contemporary American music presentation,'' according to
event directors, who term the project
"unique in America."
Scheduled to perform are the RIC Wind
Ensemble, The American Band under the
direction of RIC Professor of Music Francis Marciniak, and ensembles from
Mount St. Charles Academy, Scituate,
Nor.th Smithfield and Burrillville high
schools, and Tiverton and Ponaganset
middle schools.
It is also expected that each
band will perform its composition at the Rhode
Island Music Educators Association Band Festival
on May 8 at RIC.
. They will perform their comnsHER TULL
positions as part
of an adjudicated festival performance.
A special feature
Also on May 1, a special feature of the
Festival of New American Music will be
the premier of a new composition for
symphonic band by Fisher Tull, a distinguished professor ·of music at Sam
Houston State University in Huntsville,
Tex., and winner of the prestigious
Ostwald Award from the American Band-

masters Association for a similar work he
had composed in 1970. This large-scale
work for symphonic winds and percussion will be performed by the combined
RIC Wind Ensemble and The American
Band.
The festival performance is the third
part of the three-part commissioning program of the Rhode Island Commissioning
Project. The first tv.u parts .are instructional and commissioning components.
This past fall,
project directors
Marciniak, who
is also director of
bands at RIC, and
Marc Blanchette,
director of music
at Mount
St.
Charles Academy
in
Woonsocket
and a master-ofREBER cLARK
music-education
student at RIC, visited each of the schools
in the project to present school directors
with a list of repertoire that is considered
"innovative American band music." ·
After each selecting one for his school,
Marciniak and Blanchette assisted them
in developing a strategy that includes
score-study techiques, lesson plans for
the presentation of the work to students,
solutions to conducting problems inherent
in the v.urks, and performance techniques.
·
Each school was assigned a composer
who will consult with the band director
and project directors in March and April
residencies at each school with the aim of
writing a composition for that school.
The composers will work with each
school through music classes and rehearsals in preparation for the festival performance.
Additionally, each composer will
present a lecture at the RIC music department and a clinic/rehearsal with The
American Band prior to the premier of
the works.
The composers are ...
The composers, in addition to Tull, and
their designated school bands and band
directors are: Reber Clark, Ponaganset
Middle School, George Lessard, director,
and North Smithfield High School, Dennis St. Germain, director.

Also, Thomas Duffy, Scituate High
School, David. Neves, director, and the
Tiverton Middle School, Paul Anderson
director.
'
Also, Daniel Bukvich, Mount St.
Charles Academy, Marc Blanchette, director, and Burrillville High School,
Dalen Favali, director.
Clark is owner and operator of Music
Production ~ervices in Tulsa, Okla .,
which provides ensembles, theatre companies, radio and video/film producers
with original music and scoring for their
productions. His works for concert band

Alum cited as
'master knitter'
A Rhode Island College alumna, who
had graduated with a major in English,
has gone on to excell in designing
knitwear and has a first book, Designing
Knitwear, due to be published early this
year.
Deborah Newton of Providence, Class
of 76, has recently been cited in a feature
article in the trade magazine, Vogue Knitting as "unquestionably a master" in designing knitwear.
Newton credits RIC costume designer
Barbara Matheson, for whom she worked
in the communications and theatre department after she had received her diploma
here, as her role model. Newton was a
costume-design assistant to Matheson.

and wind ensemble are published and distributed worldwide. He has fulfilled nµmerous commissions for school bands
and state orchestras.
Duffy 'is director of bands at
Yale University
and associate professor of music at
the Yale Graduate
School of Music.
Recordings and
performances of
his music include
.________
_. those
by the
THOMAS ouFFV
Cayuga Chamber
Orchestra, the Rochester Philharmonic
the San Jose Symphony, and numerou~
college and university bands and wind ensembles.
Bukvich teaches composition and
theory at the Uniyersity of Idaho and is
director and arranger for the University of
Idaho Jazz Choir . .His most recent commissions include numerous v.urks for
school bands as well as a work for the
New England College Band Directors Association.
The project is funded
The project is being funded by grants
from the RIC Performing and Fine Arts
Commission, the Rhode Island State
Council on the Arts, the New EngJand
Foundation for the Arts •(Meet the Composer), the New England Band Association, The American Band and the
individual participating schools.
Ticket price is $3. For more information, contact Professor Marciniak at 456-

8244.
Photo of Daniel Bukvich not available.

BARBARAMATHESON
"Matheson," says Newton in the magazine article, "has a strong sense of
design process, of taking a garment from
the original inspiration to the sketch, then
from the fabric to construction.
"She is adept in every one of these
areas. I have great respect for here ability
to do all those things, and that influenced
me a great deal. I wanted to be able to
understand every aspect of the process."
Says Vogue Knitting writer Nancy
Brumback about Newton: "Few knitwear
designers bring together all the elements
- pattern, texture, shaping - in such
technically accomplished sweaters.''
Newton designs sweaters for many yam
companies and magazines, and she does
find inspiration for her knitwear patterns
in theatre costumes, she told the magazine writer.

89 R.I. College students
named to Who's Who
The following Rhode Island College
students have been named to Jt7w's Who
Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges:
Karen A. Adams, Nicole A. Alaire,
Kimberly E. Allen-Tenaka, Michelle L.
Arnold, EricJ. Auger, Lisa C. Beaudoin,
Carla F. Blain, Dina L. Bredeau,
Stephanie A. Brown, Dawn A. Capobianco, Donna A. Carlson, and Dawn M.
Catalano.

TECH ED AWARD WINNERS (from left) are Thomas Baldino of Cranston William
Phillips of Tiverton, Kevin Stockwell of Pascoag and Sean Doyle of Warwick. Each
won a Thomas G. King Scholarship Award of $600 as an outstanding technology education student. Announcement of the annual award was made recently by James McCrystal, award committee chairman. The award honors the late Dr. King, who, in _
1959, was charged with developing an industrial arts program at RIC. The department now offers, says McCrystal, two baccalaureate degrees - one in technology education and one in vocational education - along with a master's degree in industrial
education.

Also, Anthony Chan, Patricia R.
Charland, Tara D. Colbert, Rosemarie
Comforti, Christine L. Conway, Colette
A. Cote, Gary D. Coutu, Katharine L.
Creamer, Mary J. Croft, Belinha S. De
Abreu, Amy Defosses, and Anthony R.
De Stefanis.
.Also, Lynn J. Di Tusa, Domenic R. Di
Vmce~
Jr., Elizabeth S. Diener
Donald A. Dragon Jr., Michelle A'
Dunn, David B. Efros, Dric C. Emerson:
Victoria J. Evans, Martha M. Everett,
Tracey A. Everett, Micheline Freij and
Allan W. Fung.
'

Also, Arlindo F. Goncalves, Linda M.
Hagopian,
Christopher
B. Happy,
Lorianne F. Harrison, Suzanne E. Head,
Jean P. Henkin-Bookman, Tracia L. Inglesby, Nicloe E. Jardin, Eglantina Kica,
Tracy J. Kraus, Kyle C. Kurek, and
Richard R. Lalime Jr.
Also, Suzette N. Lambert, Matthew T.
Lennon, Donna M. Marotto, Mary-Ellen
Matticucci, Daniel E. Mc Kenna Jr.,
Nancy A. Mendes, Robin E. Mercier,
Denise J. Morell, Pamela A. Morris,
Jamie P. Murray, Robin L. Nadeau, and
Tonianne K. Napolitano.
Also, Audrey A. Narodowy, Tracy A.
Normandin, Nilza H. Oliveira, Richard
S. Palian, Beth A. Palmer, Vincent A.
Paolucci, Lisa A. Parent, Henry J. Perry
Jr., Patricia A. Pratt, Peter A. Prendergast, Christopher M. Reddy, and Colette
R. Richards.
Also, Jason E. Rivard, Joseph G. Roch,
Christopher J. Scott, Dru Slader, Phoebe
B. Summersquash, Wei Y. Teng, Caroline M. Tridento, Karen E. Trinque, Jean
E. Turbitt, Patricia Valkoun, Renee M.
Walker, Andrew S. Wallace, and Pamela
G. Wong.
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* FIRE

(continued from page 1)

Also interrupted were the women's
gymnastic team and men's wrestling team
which lost all equipment and uniforms to
the fire. The women's basketball team
had left for tournament play in Florida on
Jan.4 and therefore, did not lose their uniforms, equipment, or oilier gear.(fhe
Anchorwomen split their tournament 1-1.)
URI was not the only Rhode Island college to offer assistance to the student ath:
letes. An outpouring of concern and
offers came from private and public universities, col).eges, and high schools
throughout the staty.
RIC coaches have been in the process
of relocating practices, home games and
meets to complete this semester's schedule of competitions.
According to Baird, ''we've been able
to cover the rest of the indoor season."
Thankfully, he reported that "the statistical and historical records and papers,
conference affiliations, .. .•were saved. ''
He noted that the· remainder of the
men's and women's basketball home
games will be held in Providence College
Alumni Hall. Wrestling home meets will
take place at Brown University or the
Community College of Rhode Island, and
gymnastic home meets will be relocated
to the Rhode Island Gymnastic Village on
Newport Avenue in Pawtucket.(Please
watch the What's News calander of
events for upcoming times and opponents.)
To contact Baird, Gail H. Davis, associate director of college athletics; James
N. Adams, head basketball coach, and
Edward Vaillancourt, director of sports
· information, please call Ext. 9760.
The academic Department of Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and
Dance }Vas relocated to the Henry Barnard School, with the majority of classes
reassigned to the Recreation Center or
HBS.
The chair's office will be located in
HBS room 162. Faculty will be housed in
room 225. People are asked to call Ext.
8192 to speak with a faculty member or
the chair.
The dance program will continue at the
Dance Center on Hennessey Avenue in
North Providence, according to Dante
Del Giudice, director of dance.
President John Nazarian was thankful
there were no lives endangered and offered his "heartfelt" appreciation to all
those firefighters who risked their lives on
behalf of the College.
"The College sends its appreciation to
all those state marshals who have spent
hours and hours at the site investigating
the cause of this most unfortunate fue. We
are forever thankful tothe Providence and
North Providence fire and police departments and to all other state and local officials who helped during the fire.''
He added, ''The cooperation and kindness we have received over the last few
weeks from other colleges and universities and high schools, as well as from
concerned friends .of Rhode Island College has given our comm\J,Ilityencouragement and the opportunity to continue
serving our student needs.''

Next issue of
What's News
is Monday, Feb. 10,
DEADLINE

for copy, photos, etc. is
noon, Friday, Jan. 31.

An encore performance at R.I. College -

Bella Lewitzky Dance Company
To offer 'a spectacle -of simplicity, beauty' Jan. 29th
by George LaTour

INSCAPE by the Bella Lewitzky Dance Company is a danced panorama of fleeting illusions and allusions. (Plwto by Dan Esgro)
Returning to Providence for the third
time, the popular Lewitzky Dance Company out of Los Angeles will take the
stage at Rhode Island College's Roberts
Hall auditorium at 8 p.m. on Wednesday,
Jan. 29, opening the new year for the Performing Arts Series.
'Where is front, where is back?'' asks
the newspaper Der Abend of Berlin, Germany.
"One is not quite sure when the ladies
and gentlemen of the Bella Lewitzky
Dance Company let their easyfooted, grotesque figures glide across the stage. They
exalt brilliantly with supremely perfected
technique and fabulous tricks.
"And, they have a mistress with a totally unique choreographic spirit: artistry
that reaches the highest level.''
''The Bella Lewitzky Dance Company,'' says series director John Custer,
"has proven to be one of the most popular
modem dance companies ever to perform
in the Performing Arts Series at Rhode
Island College.''

Lewitzky's
choreography
extends
beyond dance to encompass drama, discipline, attitude, relationships and rituals.
Her
dancers
"create
drama
in
space ... they appeal always vehemently
and often poignantly," says Los Angeles
Tunes • critic Martin Bernheimer.
Lewitzky's dancers have won acclaim
as "virtuosos of solo-artist calibre.''
''They are superb; smooth muscled,
with limitless strength and flexibility,"
says Valerie Scher of the Chicago Sun
Tunes.
Challenging the landscape
Lewitzky, as the West Coast's leading
representative of modem dance, has been
challenging the landscape of her chosen
art for more than five decades, first as a
dancer then as a choreographer.
Her dance career was launched with the
famed Lester Horton, who also was the
mentor of Alvin Ailey. She became Horton's colleague and founded with him the
Dance Theater of Los Angeles in 1946,
one of the few institutions in the United

Southern California, a member of the National Advisory Board for Young Audiences, consultant for the National
Humanities Faculty, and honorary
member of UNESCO's International
Dance Association, among other affiliations.
Her list of awards and recognitions fills
a page of single-space type and includes
such accolades as 'Woman of Achievement," 'Woman of the Year," "Distinguished Woman'' and numerous dance
awards and fellowships, including a Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship.
In the conclusion of an article Lewitzky
wrote entitled 'Why Art?" she agreed
with Vincent Van Gogh: "As a suffering
creature, I cannot do without something
greater than I - something that is my life
- the power to create.''
Says the International Herald Tribune,
Paris, France: "One of the authentic
voices of American modern dance.
"If classical ballet aspires to occupy
space vertically and leave· the ground behind, Bella Lewitzky and her technically
splendid troupe accept gravity and, like

The company's versatility appears in all its facets in all its concerts:
its repertoire runs from the conventional to the experimental; its sound from
classical to electronic - all reflecting the basic Lewitzky philosophy that art is an on-going
process, and that the only constant is change.
The company's versatility
The company's versatility appears in all
its facets in all its concerts: its repertoire
runs from the conventional to the experimental; its sound from classical to
electronic - all reflecting the basic
Lewitzky philosophy that art is an ongoing process, and that the only constant
is change.
Since its beginning in 1966, the 12member ensemble, under the direction of
its choreographer and master teacher,
Bella Lewitzky, has performed in 43
states and in 15 countries on four continents.

States to house both a dance school and
theater under the same roof.
She formed her own company 20 years
later and danced with it until 10 years ago.
Although she no longer dances, she continues to choreograph and creates at least
one new work a year for the company.
Actively concerned with the development of dance in the United States, Lewitzky has interests in a number of
organizations related to the growth of
dance.
She is founding dean of the School of
Dance at the California Institute of the
Arts, dance chairperson of the Idyllwild
Arts Foundation at the University of

the city they come from, occupy space
horizontally.
"Color, lighting, music (all unfamiliar
or ad hoc), props, movement and message
all blend into a cohesive whole, regardless of the dance or its mood.''
This performance is being funded in
part by the Rhode Island State Council on
the Arts and the New England Foundation
for the Arts with support from the National Endowment for the Arts.
Reserved seat tickets are $15 with discounts for senior citizens, students, RIC
faculty and staff. Roberts box office is
now open. For more information, call
456-8194.
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Jan. 27-Feb. 10

NDAR
Monday, Jan. 27
12 to 1 p.m.-Alcoholics Anonymous to
meet in Student Union 305.

m
Tuesday, Jan. 28
Group to meet in the
1 p.m.-Grief
Chaplains' Office, Student Union 300.
Support group for those mourning the
loss of a family member or friend. For
further information, contact the Chaplains' Office, Ext. 8168.

m

BELLA LEWITZKYDANCECOMPANYwill be in RIC's Roberts Hall auditoriumWednesday,Jan. 28, for an 8 p.m.
performance. See story in this issue.

Wednesday,Jan. 29
9 p.m.-Film Society presents a film in
the Student Union Ballroom. Admission
$2 or $1 with RIC ID.
8 p.m.-Lewitzky Dance Company to perform in Roberts Auditorium. Lewitzky's
choreography extends beyond dance to
encompass drama, discipline, attitude,
relationships, and rituals. General admission $15; senior citizens, non-RIC stu-dents, and RIC faculty/staff $13; RIC
students $4. For more information, call
the Dance Department, Ext. 9791.

Sports Events
Tuesday, Jan. 28
7:30 p.m.-Men 's Basketball. Rhode
Wednesday, Feb. 5
9 p.m.-Film Society to present a film in
the Student Union Ballroom. Admission
$2 or $1 with RIC ID.

Wednesday,Jan. 29
5:30 p.m.-Women 's Basketball. Rhode

II
Thursday, Feb. 6 - Friday, Feb. 28
Monday, Feb. 3
12 to 1 p.m.-Alcoholics Anonymous to
meet in Student Union 305..

II
Tuesday, Feb. 4
Group to meet in the
1 p.m.-Grief
Chaplains' Office, Student Union 300.
Support group for those mourning the
loss of a family member or friend. For
further information, contact the Chaplains' Office, Ext. 8168.

of
Island College vs. University
Massachusetts- Boston. Away.
5:30 p.m.-Women 's Basketball. Rhode
of
Island College vs. University
Massachusetts- Boston. Away.

Bannister Exhibit. The exhibit "Africa
Viewed by Three Photographers''-Ron
and Stan
Barboza, Max Belcher,
Staniski-to be presented in Bannister Art
Gallery. For further information, seearticle in this issue of W1uzt'sNews.

Monday, Feb. 10
12 to 1 p.m.-Alcoholics Anonymous to
meet in Student Union 305.

Island College vs. Eastern Connecticut
State University. Home event to be held at
Providence College (Alumni Hall).
TBA-Gymnastics. Rhode Island College
vs. Brown University. Away.

Wednesday, Feb. 5
7 p.m. 7 Wrestling. Rhode Island College
vs. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Away.

Thursday, Feb. 6
7 p.m.-Gymnastics. Rhode Island College vs. University of Bridgeport. Away.
8:30 p.m.-Men 's .Basketball. Rhode
Island College vs. Wheaton College.
Home event to be held at Providence College (Alumni Hall).

Thursday, Jan. 30
8 p.m.-Men 's Basketball. Rhode Island
College vs. Eastern Connecticut State
University. Home event to be held at Providence College (Alumni Hall).

Saturday, Feb. 1

1 p.m.-Wrestling. Rhode Island College
vs. Albany State. Away. Hunter College
Tri-Meet.
3 p.m.-Men 's Basketball. Rhode Island
College vs. University of Massachu_setts-Dartmouth. Away.
2 p.m.-Gymnastics . . Rhode Island College vs. Southern Connecticut State University. Home event to be held at Rhode
Island Gymnastics Village ; 411 Narragansett J>-arkDrive, East Providence,
RI.
Basketball. Rhode
5 p.m.-Uvmen's
of
Univesity
vs.
College
Island
Home event
Massachusetts-Dartmouth.
to be held at Providence College (Alumni
Hall).

Tuesday, Feb. 4
7 p.m.-ffi>men 's Basketball. Rhode
Island College vs. Gordon College.
Home event to be held at Providence College (Alumni Hall).

Saturday, Feb. 8
1 p.m-Wrestling. Rhode Island College

vs. Williams College. Southern Connecticut State University Tri-Meet. Home
event but site to be determined. For futher
information, call the Athletic Department, Ext. 8007.

Basketball. Rhode
2 p.m.-Uvmen's
Island College vs. University of Southern
Maine. Away.
4 p.m.-Men 's Basketball. Rhode Island
College vs. University of Southern
Maine. Away.

Monday, Feb. 10
7 p.m.-Men 's Basketball. Rhode Island
College vs. Eastern Nazarene College.
Home event to be held at Providence College (Alumni Hall).

